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PC 5 CHAT
Key benefits & features
Multi-platform plug-and-play
Perfect for remote working, e-learning and keeping in touch, the
PC 5 CHAT brings high quality sound and ease of use to a range
of platforms including PC, Mac®, mobile phone and tablet. A single
3.5mm jack enables plug-and-play simplicity - connect the jack to
the device, and you are ready to go.
Meanwhile, stereo earpieces deliver clear stereo sound while
elevating your focus. A unidirectional noise-canceling microphone
cuts out background clatter as you speak, ensuring clear
communication and understanding. Built to be affordable and
durable, the PC 5 CHAT’s lightweight design ensures distraction
free comfort for all your calls.

See more at eposaudio.com/pc-5-chat

Multi-platform support
Supports PC, Mac®, mobile phone, tablet and more
Stereo sound to optimize your focus
Stereo ear-piece design minimizes background
distraction
Single 3.5mm jack simplicity
Plug it in, and you are ready to go
Lightweight and comfortable
Distraction-free comfort for as long as you need
Built to last
Made from high-quality materials and designed
for durability
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PC 5 CHAT
Product data
General

Packaging

Ear coupling

On-ear

Transducer principle

Dynamic, closed

Connectivity

Wired, 1 x 3.5 mm

Cable length

2m

Compatibility

PC, Mac , Mobile and other
devices with a 3.5 mm jack input

Warranty

®

2 years, international

Headphones
Frequency response

42–17,000 Hz

Impedance

32 Ω

Sound pressure level

95 dB SPL @ 1 kHz, 1V RMS

Microphone
Frequency response

90 – 15,000 Hz

Pick-up pattern

Unidirectional

Sensitivity

-40 dBV/Pa

Impedance

2,200

Dimension of product packaging
(W x H x D)

250 x 220 x 75 mm

Package weight
(incl. complete product and packaging)

197 g

Dimension of master carton
(W x H x D)

390 x 540 x 470 mm

Units in distributor master carton

20

Languages

English, German, French, Spanish, Russian, Japanese
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PC 5 CHAT
Product overview
Product

Art. no.

Description

EAN / UPC code

PC 5 CHAT

1000445

Single-jack
stereo headset

EAN: 57 14708 00246 8
UPC: 8 40064 40246 0

